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Policy, research, 
analysis and data

Innovation 
programmes and 
Health Lab

Communication, 
convening and 
skills

Investments



Voluntary, 
community & 
social enterprise

Government & 
public bodies

Academia & 
research

Commercial & 
for-profitWho is in the 

room 
today?



We’re here 
because we all 
bear the costs of 
opaque labour 
markets and 
poor skills 
matching

Current and future workers lack support 
and guidance on how to develop skills 
that meet employer demand. Many 
face stagnant pay and low social 
mobility.

Businesses are unable to find workers 
with the right skills. The Open University 
estimates that skill shortages cost the UK 
£2bn a year in higher salaries, 
recruitment costs and temporary staffing 
bills.

At a national and regional level, the lack 
of alignment between supply and 
demand of skills contributes to poor 
productivity growth. 

https://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/BCGSocial-Mobility-report-full-version_WEB_FINAL.pdf
https://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/BCGSocial-Mobility-report-full-version_WEB_FINAL.pdf
https://www3.open.ac.uk/media/fullstory.aspx?id=31527
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/labourproductivity/bulletins/labourproductivity/julytoseptember2018
https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peopleinwork/labourproductivity/bulletins/labourproductivity/julytoseptember2018


Increasing inequality

Disparities in education, 
healthcare, social services, 
consumption.

Urbanisation

More than half of world 
population lives in cities—70 
percent by 2050.

Political uncertainty

Uncertainty negatively affects 
economic activity in 
government-influenced sectors, such 
as defence, finance, construction, 
engineering, and healthcare.

Technological change

The  impact of automation on 
employment

Globalisation

Global labour markets are 
increasingly integrated. 

Demographic change

Pressures to control age-related 
entitlements vs. investments in 
education, R&D and infrastructure

Environmental sustainability 

Structural changes resulting from 
emerging 'green economy sector' and 
'green jobs', but vulnerable to political 
reversals

Read more at Future of Skills: Employment in 2030

7 key trends affect labour markets

https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/the-future-of-skills-employment-in-2030/


Can we create 
the infrastructure 
for a fairer, more 
efficient, more 
robust system? 

Data

Tools & Services 

Policy



Nesta is working 
with others 
across these 
areas ...

Data Policy

Tools & Services 

Open 
Jobs

https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/imagination-unleashed/


Our goal today is to  
spark more 
collaboration on 
using data & design 
to bring about fairer, 
future-oriented 
systems for jobs and 
skills

Morning
➢ Getting smart: Innovative thinking for 

responsive labour markets
➢ How to create a fairer future of work: 

lessons from around the world | Keynote 
from Professor Jacqueline O’Reilly

Afternoon
➢ Designing with data for a fairer world of 

work
➢ From theory to practice: How should 

data inform decisions about jobs and 
skills?

➢ Workshop: How to design a data-driven 
service

➢ Better local systems for jobs and skills: a 
global perspective

During breaks: showcases of innovative tools



Ask questions 
and share ideas 
throughout the 
day

#WorkingBetter

#WorkingBetter
@nesta_uk

Q&As

Speak to Nesta 
staff in the foyer
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Gretta Corporaal, Sociologist of Work and 
Organizations, Digital Transformation and the 
Future of Work

Pawel Adrjan, UK Economist, Indeed
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Getting smart:
Innovative thinking for responsive 
labour markets

Head of Open Jobs Data team, Creative Economy and Data 
Analytics, Nesta

Nesta Guest | seespark | #WorkingBetter

Jyldyz Djumalieva



Labour market innovations we want to see

Jyldyz Djumalieva

October  2019



Many jobs will go through 
significant disruption and 
redesign due to automation.

Broader trends, such as climate 
change and ageing 
population, are shaping the 
demand for jobs and skills.  



Big data and data 
science can help 
workers navigate 
changing labour 
markets

Forward looking advice on jobs and skills
To help people prepare for the future we 
need to be able to anticipate the 
impact of structural changes in the 
labour market and spot changes in job 
requirements. 

A map to navigate labour market
Such a map would store rich information 
on relationships between jobs, skills and 
education and show routes through the 
labour market.

Person-centered solutions
One-size-fits-all solutions are not going to 
work. We need tools and services that 
are user and context specific.



How do we get there?

1. Discover new data and trial new methods for 
anticipating & measuring change

2. Improve data infrastructure

3. Build open and data-driven frameworks



Used a combination of 
collective intelligence and 

machine learning to understand 
structural changes in the labour 

market

Read more at Future of Skills: Employment in 2030

Studying the evolution of skill 
requirements using data from 

online job adverts. This enables 
us to identify emerging skills and 

measure the novelty of jobs.

1. Discover new data and trial new methods for anticipating & 
measuring change

https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/the-future-of-skills-employment-in-2030/


Official data Web dataOpen data 

Big (messy) data

Enriched, linked data shared 
in a safe way

2. Improve data infrastructure



Frameworks and standards

We have built the first open and 
data-driven taxonomy of skills extracted 
from online job adverts.

The taxonomy is a first step towards a 
real-time network that links skills, 
occupations & qualifications.

Read more about Making sense of skills.

3. Build open and data-driven frameworks

https://www.nesta.org.uk/data-visualisation-and-interactive/making-sense-skills/


Our vision

An open, data-driven & real-time 
network that links skills, occupations 

& qualifications

SKILL DEMAND

Use ML to extract skills & 
qualifications required 

for jobs

Text of job adverts ONS occupations

SKILL SUPPLY

Descriptions of courses 
& qualifications 

Use ML to extract skills & 
qualifications acquired 

by workers

Use the network to:
● Recommend courses
● Guide career development
● Identify gaps in provision

EXISTING 
FRAMEWORKS

ESCO skills



Thank you

Jyldyz Djumalieva, Head of Open Jobs Data 
jyldyz.djumalieva@nesta.org.uk
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Getting smart:
Innovative thinking for responsive labour 
markets
Alice Chaverot, Statistician, Department for Education / 
Examine-a-Place together with Aleks Bobrowska, Data 
Scientist, Department for Work and Pensions / Examine-a-Place

Dr. Sally-Anne Barnes, Associate Professor, Institute for 
Employment Research, University of Warwick

Lonneke van Oirschot, Data-team Coordinator and Advisor for 
Data-Driven Organisation, Work Participation and Income

Gregory Golding, Head of Jobtech Development, Swedish 
Public Employment Service, Arbetsförmedlingen
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Alice Chaverot

Data Scientist, Department for Work and Pensions / 
Examine-a-Place

Aleks Bobrowska



Examine a Place
A work & skills information service
for LEPs and MCAs

Alice Chaverot (DfE Skills Advisory Panels)
Aleksandra Bobrowska (DWP Digital)

28
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Local Enterprise 
Partnerships (LEPs)

Mayoral Combined 
Authorities (MCAs)

Skills Advisory Panels

Labour Market 
Strategy

Addressing local skills needs by 
better aligning education and 
training with jobs available.

Tackling digital skills 
challenges to build thriving and 

inclusive local digital 
economies.

Local Digital 
Skills Partnerships

Providing the right training 
locally to help individuals into 

better, higher-paid work.

Why?

ACCESS TO LOCAL SKILLS AND 
LABOUR MARKET INFORMATION



Limited access to 
relevant, granular, 

local data

Multiple data 
sources held in 
multiple places 

and formats

Limited resources Varying levels of 
analytical 
capability

30

The challenge for LEPs and MCAs

These challenges make it difficult to identify and access the right 

data, to understand what it’s telling us and to use it to influence 

decision.



Resources – data:
▪ Individualised Learner Record (ILR)

▪ National Achievements Rates Tables (NARTs)

▪ Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) 
Course Directory

31

Adzuna job adverts:

▪ 60 million ads

▪ 6,000 skills 

▪ 5,000 job titles

S
up

pl
y

D
em

an
d

D
at

a 
S

ci
en

ce

▪ Clustering

▪ Entropy

▪ Natural Language 
Processing



32

DataUsers Design

The solution – Examine a Place



The challenge for all

▪ Can we unify the language of the labour market?

▪ How do we make it work, so that better data can be 
used to help create a world of work that’s fair and 
forward-thinking?

33
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Thank you! 

Get in touch @
SAP.programme@education.gov.uk

EXAMINE.A.PLACE@dwp.gov.uk

mailto:SAP.programme@education.gov.uk
mailto:EXAMINE.A.PLACE@dwp.gov.uk
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LMI for All: Providing 
careers labour 
market information

Dr Sally-Anne Barnes

Institute for Employment 
Research, University of 
Warwick



• An online data service which brings 
together existing national sources of 
high quality, reliable LMI.

• It optimises access to careers 
focused data that can be used by 
developers in their own websites 
and applications.

• An open data project, which 
supports the wider government 
agenda to encourage use and re-use 
of government data sets.



Current data and indicators 
The LMI for All database includes the following:
⚫ Employment: historical, current, projected and replacement demand (Working 

Futures based on LFS and the BRES)
⚫ Pay and earnings (estimates based on ASHE and LFS)
⚫ Hours (ASHE)
⚫ Unemployment rates (LFS)
⚫ Number of vacancies (Employer Skills Survey (ESS))
⚫ Higher education destinations (HESA)
⚫ Occupational descriptions (ONS)
⚫ Skills, knowledge, abilities and interests (O*NET)
⚫ Geographical location of jobs and travel to work distances (Census of 

Population)
⚫ Current vacancies (FindaJob)



Accessing data in LMI for All

Develop a web interface or mobile 
application that uses the API to access the 
LMI for All database

Embed Careerometer, a free widget, into 
your own website

Explore a third party website or application 
that uses LMI for All data

There are three ways in which to access and use data in the 
LMI for All database:



LMI for All Careerometer 

Freely available widget to embed in your website



Explore users of LMI for All



icould

http://www.icould.com

http://rcultd.co.uk/wf/


For more information 

http://www.lmiforall.org.uk/

http://api.lmiforall.org.uk/

Sally-Anne.Barnes@warwick.ac.uk 

mailto:Sally-Anne.Barnes@warwick.ac.uk
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Klik op het pijltje naast Nieuwe dia 
om een nieuwe dia aan te maken. 
Kies een van de indelingen.

Klik op Indeling als de dia opnieuw 
moet worden aangepast aan de 
huidige indeling, of om een andere 
indeling toe te passen.

De tekstvakken van de dia’s hebben 
allen 9 niveaus.
Eerste, tweede en derde niveau 
hebben een opsomming. Het vierde 
niveau is bold en geschikt voor een 
kopje.
Het vijfde niveau is voor de 
basistekst. Zowel niveau  vier als vijf 
lijnen automatisch uit aan de 
linkerkantlijn.
Het zesde, zevende en achtste 
niveau lijnen uit onder resp. eerste, 
tweede en derde opsomming.
Het negende niveau is een kleiner 
lettertype dat uitlijnt aan de 
linkermarge. Deze is geschikt voor 
bijvoorbeeld een bijschrift.

Let op:  Let op: wissel van stijl met 
de knoppen                     voor 
lijstniveau verhogen of verlagen, of 
in MS Office met verkorte 
toetscombinatie Alt+Shift+← of 
Alt+Shift+→
Gebruik dus niet de standaard 
opsomming- knoppen van MS 
Office om de stijl te veranderen!

Unemployment & job vacancies

Initiatives & dilemmas 

@ Municipality of Amsterdam 

| 45



Klik op het pijltje naast Nieuwe dia 
om een nieuwe dia aan te maken. 
Kies een van de indelingen.

Klik op Indeling als de dia opnieuw 
moet worden aangepast aan de 
huidige indeling, of om een andere 
indeling toe te passen.

De tekstvakken van de dia’s hebben 
allen 9 niveaus.
Eerste, tweede en derde niveau 
hebben een opsomming. Het vierde 
niveau is bold en geschikt voor een 
kopje.
Het vijfde niveau is voor de 
basistekst. Zowel niveau  vier als vijf 
lijnen automatisch uit aan de 
linkerkantlijn.
Het zesde, zevende en achtste 
niveau lijnen uit onder resp. eerste, 
tweede en derde opsomming.
Het negende niveau is een kleiner 
lettertype dat uitlijnt aan de 
linkermarge. Deze is geschikt voor 
bijvoorbeeld een bijschrift.

Let op:  Let op: wissel van stijl met 
de knoppen                     voor 
lijstniveau verhogen of verlagen, of 
in MS Office met verkorte 
toetscombinatie Alt+Shift+← of 
Alt+Shift+→
Gebruik dus niet de standaard 
opsomming- knoppen van MS 
Office om de stijl te veranderen!

| 46
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Job recommender 
system

Rhythm research

Platform direct 
contact

Exploration if comparing 
rhythms can produce new 
insight on unemployment 
and job vacancies; focus on 1 
neighbourhood 

Research on possibilities to 
develop a job 
recommendation system for 
clients of social services & job 
vacancies

Pilot of a digital platform for 
direct contact between 
clients social services & 
employers (“Hallo Werk”)

Determinants of 
finding jobs
Analysis on determinants for 
finding jobs for specific 
groups of clients

Durability of flow 
out 
Research of de durability of 
clients (for) who social 
benefits end(ed). Are those 
who confirmed they found a 
job still employed?  

Forecasting

Exploring possibilities on 
forecasting inflow & outflow 
in social benefits



Klik op het pijltje naast Nieuwe dia 
om een nieuwe dia aan te maken. 
Kies een van de indelingen.

Klik op Indeling als de dia opnieuw 
moet worden aangepast aan de 
huidige indeling, of om een andere 
indeling toe te passen.

De tekstvakken van de dia’s hebben 
allen 9 niveaus.
Eerste, tweede en derde niveau 
hebben een opsomming. Het vierde 
niveau is bold en geschikt voor een 
kopje.
Het vijfde niveau is voor de 
basistekst. Zowel niveau  vier als vijf 
lijnen automatisch uit aan de 
linkerkantlijn.
Het zesde, zevende en achtste 
niveau lijnen uit onder resp. eerste, 
tweede en derde opsomming.
Het negende niveau is een kleiner 
lettertype dat uitlijnt aan de 
linkermarge. Deze is geschikt voor 
bijvoorbeeld een bijschrift.

Let op:  Let op: wissel van stijl met 
de knoppen                     voor 
lijstniveau verhogen of verlagen, of 
in MS Office met verkorte 
toetscombinatie Alt+Shift+← of 
Alt+Shift+→
Gebruik dus niet de standaard 
opsomming- knoppen van MS 
Office om de stijl te veranderen!
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ARVR

Serious gaming

Using VR technology to 
inform clients about jobs: 
current tests @ Enschede, 
Den Bosch

Developing avatars of 
trainers/ social service 
employers to broaden 
services to customers at 
home @ Den Bosch

Entire physical space with 
different digital tests, 
questionnaires, apps etc. to 
develop a profile and advice 
to find a job @ Groningen 

Badge to Match

Pilot with programmed 
badges with skills of job 
seekers and employers 
who light up green when 
matching @ Enschede

Biochemical 
information
Developing tools to use 
biochemical data as part of a 
client profile to find right jobs (e.g. 
high stress level when seeing 
photo of high altitude means no 
job as window cleaner)



Klik op het pijltje naast Nieuwe dia 
om een nieuwe dia aan te maken. 
Kies een van de indelingen.

Klik op Indeling als de dia opnieuw 
moet worden aangepast aan de 
huidige indeling, of om een andere 
indeling toe te passen.

De tekstvakken van de dia’s hebben 
allen 9 niveaus.
Eerste, tweede en derde niveau 
hebben een opsomming. Het vierde 
niveau is bold en geschikt voor een 
kopje.
Het vijfde niveau is voor de 
basistekst. Zowel niveau  vier als vijf 
lijnen automatisch uit aan de 
linkerkantlijn.
Het zesde, zevende en achtste 
niveau lijnen uit onder resp. eerste, 
tweede en derde opsomming.
Het negende niveau is een kleiner 
lettertype dat uitlijnt aan de 
linkermarge. Deze is geschikt voor 
bijvoorbeeld een bijschrift.

Let op:  Let op: wissel van stijl met 
de knoppen                     voor 
lijstniveau verhogen of verlagen, of 
in MS Office met verkorte 
toetscombinatie Alt+Shift+← of 
Alt+Shift+→
Gebruik dus niet de standaard 
opsomming- knoppen van MS 
Office om de stijl te veranderen!

Dilemmas: reasons to stop, delay, quit

| 48

■ Social domain = 
sensitive client 
information

■ + Many data sources 
and systems are 
designed to execute 
different laws 

■ Combining them = 
privacy questions

■ Data driven = uniform, 
standards, processes

■ Social service = 
customization

■ For users these are two 
entire different worlds 
(They’re not or don’t 
have to be…)

■ Research requires 
failures and successes 
to determine what is 
the working trigger

■ In processes for finding 
jobs it’s common to 
only register success...

■ In finding jobs 
discrimination is often 
a topic that is spoken 
about

■ Data is somehow 
subjective and 
therefore not always 
right

Privacy

Data
vs

Customi-
zation?

Successes 
& failures

Ethics



Klik op het pijltje naast Nieuwe dia 
om een nieuwe dia aan te maken. 
Kies een van de indelingen.

Klik op Indeling als de dia opnieuw 
moet worden aangepast aan de 
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indeling toe te passen.
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lettertype dat uitlijnt aan de 
linkermarge. Deze is geschikt voor 
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Let op:  Let op: wissel van stijl met 
de knoppen                     voor 
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Alt+Shift+→
Gebruik dus niet de standaard 
opsomming- knoppen van MS 
Office om de stijl te veranderen!
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■ ….we take those reasons to take the next 
steps?

■ … we use data, research and innovation to 
help us to provide better customized services

■ … I can’t have it now, what can I do to make a 
change?

■ …we separate innovation and implementation 
in a sustainable way?

But what if…?



Klik op het pijltje naast Nieuwe dia 
om een nieuwe dia aan te maken. 
Kies een van de indelingen.

Klik op Indeling als de dia opnieuw 
moet worden aangepast aan de 
huidige indeling, of om een andere 
indeling toe te passen.

De tekstvakken van de dia’s hebben 
allen 9 niveaus.
Eerste, tweede en derde niveau 
hebben een opsomming. Het vierde 
niveau is bold en geschikt voor een 
kopje.
Het vijfde niveau is voor de 
basistekst. Zowel niveau  vier als vijf 
lijnen automatisch uit aan de 
linkerkantlijn.
Het zesde, zevende en achtste 
niveau lijnen uit onder resp. eerste, 
tweede en derde opsomming.
Het negende niveau is een kleiner 
lettertype dat uitlijnt aan de 
linkermarge. Deze is geschikt voor 
bijvoorbeeld een bijschrift.

Let op:  Let op: wissel van stijl met 
de knoppen                     voor 
lijstniveau verhogen of verlagen, of 
in MS Office met verkorte 
toetscombinatie Alt+Shift+← of 
Alt+Shift+→
Gebruik dus niet de standaard 
opsomming- knoppen van MS 
Office om de stijl te veranderen!

Further questions
datateam.wpi@amsterdam.nl

We make sure you get in contact with 
the right people

50

Initiatives @ Amsterdam are a 
collaboration between multiple 
department / teams a.o.:

■ CTO Science Office
■ CTO Modern Government
■ Research & statistics department
■ Datateam social service

mailto:datateam.wpi@amsterdam.nl
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A digital infrastructure for 
the Swedish labour market

J O B T E C H

E V E L O PD M E N T



Matching-data is stored 
with the 

employment-officer.

Employment Officer Selfservice Digital infrastructure
Matching-data is 
accumulated in 

digital-service-silos 

Open by default, 
accessible and portable for 

the entire ecosystem.

A paradigm shift in the 
labour-market digital 

infrastructure 



Creating an ecosystem

We are creating an open and transparent digital infrastructure for 
the Swedish Labour Market. This is becoming an innovative 
catalyst for the development of an ecosystem of actors who 

collectively and individually improve digital matching, guidance, 
life-long learning, statistical analysis and forecasting services



An integrated, 
value-based digital 

infrastructure

A common 
language and 

open-data sets

You own, control, 
transfer and securely 

store your data

Core values



The state has an 
important role
The only neutral actor that can 
guarantee transparency and 
unbiased value-creation. 



Jobtech Taxonomy

Jobtech Jobs

Jobtech Career data

Jobtech Search Engine

Store/Services
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How to create a fairer future of work: 
lessons from around the world

Professor of Comparative Human Resource Management, 
University of Sussex Business School

Jacqueline O’Reilly

| #WorkingBetterNesta Guest | seespark



Jacqueline O’Reilly

How to create a fairer future of 
work: lessons from around the world



NESTA Report - Precarious to prepared: 
Policies for Inclusiveness
• Navigate jobs:  information and guidance – linking skills data.

• Barriers to learning: time, motivation and money to train. Gathering 
international examples of new rights and entitlements that enable people to 
reskill and upskill.

• Future-proof soft skills interventions social and emotional and resilience skills 
for young

• Management practices and social policies to raise productivity and enrich 
jobs.



Inclusiveness in the digital age: 
• Visible and invisible identities
• Cross-national comparisons
• Policy paradigms



• Visible and invisible identities





https://www.ajlunited.org/

ALGORITHMIC JUSTICE LEAGUE

Joy Buolamwini

https://www.media.mit.edu/people/joyab/overview/






•Who becomes visible?

•Who becomes lost from sight?

•Who are the connected and the disconnected?

How will the digital transformation of work 
affect identities? 



• Cross-national comparisons



Individual lives 
and identities 
in a broader 

political 
economy







2018



2019



2018



2019 Human capital



2018



2019 Integration of Technology



2018



2019 Digital Public Services



• Policy paradigms



Lesson from EU front runners: 
Denmark & Finland

•Denmark – TU-employer negotiations – voluntary 
agreements not legislation

•Finland – need to improve upskilling, context 
tripartite co-operation but in a context of mistrust 
and uproar unions accepted wage freeze, increased 
working time, reduced holiday pay and transfer of 
social security costs to employees; government 
leadership around AI.



Lesson from EU front runners: 
Sweden & Netherlands
•Sweden – codetermination & ALMP as workers transfer 
between sectors; integrate platforms into existing collective 
bargaining & social protection.

•Netherlands – flexible jobs and job quality; emphasis 
sectoral analysis & tripartite negotiations; issues: workers 
rights, welfare, training & inequalities; 

• Intelligent Augmentation – improve human learning requires 
co-creation; education; ownership & social wealth funds 
from a ‘robot dividend’



Canadian context: Canada ‘gets it’ 
Juan Gomez & Rafael Gomez
• Resourcefulness, leadership and ‘major enhancements to 

post-secondary education, physical infrastructure, pensions, 
unemployment insurance, income support and public housing, and 
the rollout of universal healthcare….. Ontario, opened nine public 
universities in under 10 years. ‘

• Innovation Superclusters Initiative, which will invest substantial sums 
in areas, such as machine learning and AI. 

• The fund also seeks to invest in projects that cross-pollinate high tech 
in more traditional sectors like agriculture, retail and energy.



Education & Wages

• Blend apprenticeship, work-based learning and improved labour market 
information.

• World-class primary, secondary and post-secondary educational system

• Labour and income support policies: respond to low-wage and precarious 
employment. 

• Increased minimum wages 

• Support for collective representation 

• Giving workers a greater say in scheduling 

• Equal pay for contract and casual employees, stronger enforcement of 
labour legislation (eg hiring more inspectors) are becoming the norm.



Supporting new tech 

•First mover advantage in fourth industrial revolution areas 
like machine learning and AI, with the city of Toronto

•Neural net research programme

•Powering most of the voice recognition software in mobile 
phones

•Fundamentals like education and economic supports for 
displaced workers will help reduce inequality and mitigate 
what could be difficult transitions for some industries



Dark clouds?

•Concern that the existing welfare state will be 
replaced with a threadbare basic income

•Too much tech centred focus on the labour market 
side, which ignores opportunities for meaningful 
employment in other sectors eg: personal services 
and care based work

•Advance innovation and productivity improvements 
across all sectors and occupations, not only tech.



Mixed blessings: mixed economy of tech 
firms
•Large tax breaks and subsidies – to attract ‘big’ tech firms 
worrying.

•Focus on supporting smaller, successful Canadian start ups

•Toronto waterfront district Quayside – dominated by Google

•Corktown Common – local start ups

•Open data advocates need national discussion about 
information, related public infrastructure, and the degree to 
which we want private actors based in Silicon Valley 
influencing our governance and public services



Stall out 
countries
Challenge of 
losing 
momentum, 
‘digital 
plateaus’ 
Need to 
sustain 
growth
Chakravorti 
et  al. (2017)



To avoid stall out

• Rebuild momentum by adopting public-private partnerships on 
digital innovation;

• Investment in reskilling workers and digital skills in schools and 
universities; 

• improve access to capital and digital infrastructure to reduce 
inequities;

• Keep pace with transforming rules of competition;

• Direct investment to more complex less fad driven ideas that take on 
deeper problems, rather than a stampede to unicorn investments



Thank you
You can follow our new centre on twitter 
@digitcentre 
To be launched in January 2020
Keep in touch



@nesta_uk

Designing with data for a fairer world 
of work

Programme Manager, Open Jobs, Nesta
Jack Orlik

| #WorkingBetterNesta Guest | seespark







Employers

Platforms

Educators

Government

Smart
Generate, collect 
and share useful 
information to 
create feedback 
loops



Education 
& training

Smart
Generate, collect 
and share useful 
information to 
create feedback 
loops

Skilled Workers

Hiring rate

Learner 
demand

Discrepancy 
between skill 

demand and supply



Human
Serve the needs of 
people, capitalise 
on their capabilities, 
and give them 
agency



Inclusive
Identify the people 
who are losing out, 
and tailor services to 
their needs

Percentage of people who participated in 
training in 2017 and 2010, by highest 

qualification held

Source: Labour Force Survey 2010 and 2017, July-September quarter, 
people aged 25 to 64 in employment, weighted (from Social Mobility 

Commission, 2019)

Per cent



Future-
oriented
Prepare for the 
unpredictable and 
design for response 
to change

Read more at Future of Skills: Employment in 2030

● Technological change

● Increasing inequality

● Demographic change

● Globalisation

● Environmental 
sustainability

● Urbanisation

● Political uncertainty

Looking to 2030, labour markets are subject to 
seven key trends:

https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/the-future-of-skills-employment-in-2030/


Tested
Experiment, 
evaluate & identify 
what works

Job 
rotation

Work and 
education try 

out

Source: OECD (2016) 'Back to work: Finland: Improving the 
re-employment prospects of displaced workers'



Smart

Human

Inclusive

Future-oriented

Tested

Five principles for 
a system that 
prepares the 
workforce to shift 
with the 
changing labour 
market



@nesta_uk

From theory to practice: How should 
data inform decisions about jobs and 
skills?

#WorkingBetter
Chaired by Anna Thomas, Co-Founder and 
Director, Institute for the Future of Work

Patrick Lee, Service Owner, National Retraining 
Scheme, Department for Education

Anthony Impey MBE, Founder, Optimity / Chair, 
Skills & Apprenticeships Policy Unit, Federation of 
Small Business

Kate Jarvis, Director, Data and Digital, The Careers 
and Enterprise Company

Nesta Guest | seespark



@nesta_uk

Workshop
How to design a data-driven 
service

Facilitated by Chantale Tippett
Principal Researcher, Innovation Mapping, Nesta

Nesta guest | seespark | #WorkingBetter



Today

Setting up (10 minutes) 
● Intro to new data and methods at Nesta
● Goals of the session, thinking SMART 
● Seating arrangements

Evidence Pipeline (70 minutes) 
● Format: presentation, group work, time for Slido 

○ Questions and users: Framing questions, personas 
○ Data: New landscape, collection techniques, ethics
○ Analytics: Machine learning, natural language 

processing, network analysis, linking, enriching
○ Outputs: New models of visualisation, other types of 

outputs
Closing (10 minutes)

● Putting the pieces together
● Sharing SMART follow-up actions



Big data and data science could enable innovation in how individuals, 
organisations and governments make decisions. Nesta is actively 

working on leveraging these methods to improve labour market and 
innovation policy decisions.

Use web data and 
text mining to 

track and 
measure 

emergence of 
new technologies

Use data linking to 
generate a 

comprehensive 
picture of 
education 

outcomes and 
career transitions

Use granular data 
and interactive 
visualisations to 
communicate 

findings at relevant 
levels of detail

Leverage new 
methods to 

provide insights 
on the labour 

market of today 
and tomorrow



Innovation Mapping at Nesta

Interdisciplinary team with a 
mission to transform 
innovation policy with new 
sources of data and 
analytics methods.



Open data Web dataOfficial data Services

Combination & enrichment

Analysis

Innovation knowledge for 
everyone

Who are the innovative 
actors?

What are the gaps in 
existing ecosystems?

Where and when is 
innovation happening?

How are innovators 
connected?



Open Jobs at Nesta 

Aims to help individuals, 
organisations and governments to 
take more informed labour market 
decisions. 

The unit carries out data-driven 
research, facilitates place-based 
pilots and advocates for smarter 
labour market policies. 



Three goals for the session

1. New information: Provide a flavour of big 
data/data science techniques and what 
they can do

2. New ideas: Inspire creative thinking about 
leveraging new data sources, analytics, 
outputs 

3. New networks: Create new collaborations, 
partnerships, friendships (with each other 
and us!)



Housekeeping for the session

1. Please be respectful and inclusive
2. Where possible, limit your use of electronics to 

designated moments (i.e. using Sli.do)
3. Feel free to take breaks - use the facilities or 

get coffee outside over the course of the 
session (but please try to minimise disruption)

4. Ask for help if you feel stuck - Nesta team will 
be circulating   



One SMART follow-up 
action: What will you do 
with what you’ve 
learned/discussed today?

To bear in mind throughout the session (and write down!)...



● “In the next month, I’m going to set up a meeting for employers, 
educators and local policymakers to discuss how we can use data 
better”

● “In the next 3 months, I will run a workshop with my team to make 
sure they understand the value of data for careers guidance”

● “In the next 6 months, I will commission research to map local 
labour market data”

● “In the next year, I will collaborate with Nesta to push for the 
government to create a national jobs and skills data commons”

SMART actions



Seating arrangements

1 5 10

Not at all 
comfortable

Can explain how 
machine learning works 

to a friend
World expert on 
deep neural nets 

How comfortable are you with data science concepts?

Rearrange into groups of 4-6 people (1 or 2 groups 
per table) with at least one person above level 5 



Framing questions and end 
users

Evidence Pipeline: Part 1



Open Jobs Data
Open Jobs Data is the data and research 
component of Open Jobs. 

We use big data and machine learning to derive 
insights from new and existing sources of labour 
market information. 



Understand today’s labour 
market

We provide new measures 
of labour market concepts, 
such as skill shortages.

Forecast tomorrow’s labour 
market

We predict how structural 
changes, such as 
automation, are affecting 
labour markets.

Standardise labour market 
terminology

We’re developing a 
data-driven framework that 
links skills, education and 
jobs. 

Open Jobs Data has three strands of research with the following objectives: 



An example

What is the market value of skills?
 
 We delivered the first ever estimates for the value of skills by analysing 40 million job 
adverts and clustering skills mentioned in the adverts. 



The (simplified) pipeline 

Network analysis

Identify skill 
communities

3rd party web 
scraping service

Natural language 
processing

Dataset of online 
job adverts

Process skills in job 
adverts

Data enrichment

Assign job adverts 
to skill 

communities, 
extract salary 
information

Data visualisation



An example

How accessible are jobs in your area?
 
 Developed a range of measures to 
evaluate the impact of transport on 
employers’ access to skills. 

These measures are created by collecting 
and analysing data on the duration of 
thousands of trips across a given Travel to 
Work Area (TTWA) to estimate the 
accessibility of different job locations 
within the region.

LSOA - Lower Super Output Area



The (simplified) pipeline 

Geospatial 
analysis

Collect data on 
journeys 

Statistical analysis

Official statistics 
on employment

Measure job 
density

Indicator analysis

Calculate several 
job accessibility 

measures

OpenTripPlanner

● Job accessibility index
● Accessibility map
● Accessibility curve



● Personas - one tool in human-centered design toolkit
● Prevent self-referential design
● Provide ‘creative constraints’ for design decisions 

Who is the key user of your analysis?



SIVA, Impact Investment Advisor (Health Portfolio) at Impact Investments for Good  

Impact Investing for Good gives its employees lots 
of space to decide how to identify promising 
companies (as long as they can justify their 
decisions). As a result, Siva has a lot of autonomy 
in her decisions and the flexibility to adapt quickly 
to new and emerging ideas. 

Sources of data currently used
● Harvard and MIT networks
● Commercial market research 
● Blogs, podcasts, TED talks 

Professional Bio After finishing her MD, Siva worked in 
a dynamic biotech startup but became frustrated by 
how difficult it was to get funding. She decided to 
pursue an MBA and go into impact investing, hoping 
to help promising startups in the health space. 

Key Scanner requirements
● High-quality visualisations that can 

be shared within her network 
● Reliable and timely information on 

health innovation trends, including 
contact information of key players

Organisational innovativeness

Technology use
● High-spec Macbook Pro 
● Dabbles in programming
● Newest Android mobile
● iPad
● Prefers to run own analyses

“I want to be at the 
forefront of discovering new 

and exciting health 
innovations that will return a 

profit while also helping 
people”

AGE 33

LOCATION Boston, US

STATUS Married, no 
children

EDUCATION MD Harvard, 
MBA MIT

Key questions
Which startups should my group invest in? 
(keeping in mind a balance between 
their potential for impact and 
profitability). What are the next big tech 
trends? What are competitors funding? 

Digital apps

Blockchain

AI in health

Biotech

Thematic 
interests 

Image credit: Chevanon Photography (Pexels)



The Prize is looking for digital solutions 
that will improve people’s access to 
accurate, data-driven career 
information, advice and guidance.

Solutions should benefit members of the 
National Retraining Scheme cohort: 

● employed adults in England who 
are aged over 24 years

● without a qualification at degree 
level and earning less than £35,000 
per year

● with a focus on those in roles like to 
significantly change or shrink.



Intensity of user engagement

Inform Consult Involve Collaborate Empower

Provide 
stakeholders 

with balanced 
information 

Obtain 
feedback on 

process

Work with 
stakeholders to 
understand and 

consider their 
concerns, goals 

Partner with 
stakeholders in 
salient aspects 

of process

Assist 
stakeholders in 

conducting 
their own 
research

Source: Modes of knowledge co-creation. Adapted from ‘Key issues 
in co-creation with stakeholders when research problems are 
complex’ (Bammer 2019)

LOW HIGH

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?HLEtr1


COM-B model of evidence use 

Capability

Motivation

Opportunity Behaviour

COM-B model adapted from: The Science of Using Science (UCL, 2016)

(Evidence use)



Framing questions and end users: practical considerations

● Whose voice(s) will be heard during the formulation 
of the issue to address? Whose voice(s) are absent? 

● How will you engage with your end users, bearing in 
mind not only practical considerations (e.g. 
mechanisms), but differences in power dynamics, 
structural inequalities between groups? 

● How will you build and maintain meaningful 
relationships with stakeholders and affected 
populations?

● How will you measure the success of your work? 

Image credit: Christina Morillo (Pexels)



Choose a policy question 
and key end user(s)
[5 minutes]

Evidence Pipeline: Part 1



Slido moment
[3 minutes]

Evidence Pipeline: Part 1

Note: use new ‘ideas’ 
section



Data sources and 
collection

Evidence Pipeline: Part 2



pip install gensim

Python package 
manager

Name of library 
to install

Installation 
command



Readymade vs. custommade 

Fountain by Marcel Duchamp David by Michelangelo 

Readymade

An existing 
object 

creatively 
repurposed as 

art 

Custommade
 

Art that was 
intentionally 

created

Data originally created for a purpose 
other than analysis/scientific inquiry
● social media
● administrative data

Data collected with an explicit 
analysis/scientific inquiry in mind

● surveys
● interviews

Source: Bit by Bit (Salganik, 2017)



Readymade data: Common characteristics 

Generally (but not always) advantageous characteristics
1. Big: Large datasets are a means to an end; not an end in themselves. 
2. Always on: Enables the study of unexpected events and real-time measurement.
3. Non-reactive: Measurement in big data sources is much less likely to change behaviour. 

Generally (but not always) problematic characteristics
4. Incomplete: No matter how big the data source, it probably doesn’t contain all the information you 

want (e.g. demographics).
5. Inaccessible: Data held by companies and governments may be difficult to access.
6. Nonrepresentative: Caution with out-of-sample generalisations, but can be useful for within-sample 

comparisons.
7. Drifting: Population drift (who is using a system), behavioural drift (how people are using a system), 

and system drift (change in the system itself) complicate study of long-term trends. 
8. Dirty: Potentially loaded with junk and spam. 
9. Sensitive: Information may be sensitive, could lead to economic or emotional harm if released. 

Source: Bit by Bit (Salganik, 2017)



Download

HTML

HTML

HTML

API

Data
Download

API

Web
Scraping

Richer data, 
harder to collect



Data collection [1]: Downloads (the easy case!)

Website Data

Download



Data collection [2]: APIs (the relatively easy case)

API: Application Programme Interface, a set of clearly defined methods of communication between various 
software components

Website

Query

Parse

Data

JSON object

pip install requests



Web scraping: Automated downloading of data from a website 

Data collection [3]: Web scraping (the harder case!)

Download

Parse

Data

HTML File

Crawl

pip install requests beautifulsoup4
pip install scrapy
pip install newspaper3k
pip install selenium 



Emerging data partnership models

○ Transfer of dataset to end users 
○ Remote access to data
○ Trusted 3rd parties
○ Moving algorithms (rather than 

data)

Take away: Try to think creatively about accessing 
data sources — some approaches may require 
longer timeframes and relationship building to 

acquire 



Ethical considerations

1. Obtaining informed consent 
○ New data sources and techniques can 

make it difficult - if not impossible - to obtain 
consent 

2. Understanding and managing informational risk
○ Potential economic, social, psychological 

harm from information disclosure 
3. Privacy concerns

○ Often thought of as a dichotomy (public vs. 
private), but actually more nuanced

4. Making decisions in the face of uncertainty, and 
on incomplete information 
○ Weigh risks and benefits
○ There are risks to both action and inaction

Sources: Bit by Bit (Salganik, 2017); top image: Cyntonn 
Photography (Pexels); bottom image: Scott Webb (Pexels)



Data sources and collection: practical considerations

● Are you allowed to scrape a dataset?

● Are the users of the site you are studying representative of 
the population you hope to make inferences about?

● Are your data robust to freak user behaviours?

● Are you measuring changes in the phenomenon you are 
interested in, or changes in the design of the platform or 
its popularity?

● How do you sift through ‘noisy’ data on a platform?

● Have you understood and acknowledged the 
provenance of the data (e.g., who collected it and why)?



Data sources and 
collection
[10 minutes]

Evidence Pipeline: Part 2



Sli.do moment
[3 minutes]

Evidence Pipeline: Part 2



Data analysis 
Evidence Pipeline: Part 3



Time split in data science

Data cleaning & Exploratory Data 
Analysis (EDA)

● Understand your data
○ Provenance
○ Distributions
○ Feature correlations

● Understand missing values 
○ Impute, remove 
○ Collect additional data

● Understand outliers 
○ Data quality issues
○ Effect of removing?

“Real” data science

● Machine learning
○ Supervised
○ Unsupervised

● Natural language processing
○ Topic modelling
○ Word embeddings

● Network analysis
○ Topic co-occurrences
○ Recommendation 

engine

80% 20%



Reality: Evidence pipeline does not follow a linear pathway 

Machine 
Learning

Web
Scraping

Data
Cleaning

NLP

Network
Analysis



Data Science MethodsMachine 
Learning

Natural 
Language 
Processing

Network 
Science

Machine Learning (ML): A set of rules that allows systems to learn 
directly from examples, data and experience. Supervised ML needs 
a ‘labelled’ dataset representing ground truth. 

SDG 8

SDG 1
SDG 2
SDG 7
SDG 8

pip install pandas
pip install matplotlib
pip install sklearn



Data Science MethodsMachine 
Learning

Natural 
Language 
Processing

Network 
Science

Machine Learning (ML): A set of rules that allows systems to learn 
directly from examples, data and experience. Unsupervised ML 
identifies similarities (e.g. clusters) in unlabelled data.

❌

❌

❌

❌ ✅

pip install pandas
pip install matplotlib
pip install sklearn



Data Science MethodsMachine 
Learning

Natural 
Language 
Processing

Network 
Science

Natural language processing: Extracting key information from text, 
such as named entities (e.g. people, places), sentiments, or topics.

Topic distributionThe objective of this industrial research project is to develop a 
patient-specific workflow for more targeted treatment of 
osteochondral defects in the knee joint using robot-assisted 
navigation. The surgical workflow would interface with S&N's 
commercial orthopaedic robot “NAVIO” providing new 
opportunities for earlier & more precise intervention. This innovation 
is supported by the development of a Virtual Reality 3D Headset, 
Cloud communication & a patient rehabilitation app, which are 
collectively designed to assist with the refinement of surgical 
planning, execution, & data management. 

Healthcare 40%
Robotics 8%

Virtual Reality 8%
Cloud computing 8%

Data Science 10%
Other 26%

pip install gensim
pip install nltk



Data Science MethodsMachine 
Learning

Natural 
Language 
Processing

Network 
Science

Natural language processing: Extracting key information from text, 
such as named entities (e.g. people, places), sentiments, or topics.

blockchain

decentralized_systems

cryptocurrency

ethereum

smart_contracts

crypto_-_tokens_(ethereu
m_)

digital_currency

bitcoin

distributed_ledger

Blockc
hain

Bitc
oin

Service design
UX

Smart citySensors

Word embeddings

pip install gensim



Data Science MethodsMachine 
Learning

Natural 
Language 
Processing

Network 
Science

Network science: Exploring the links between entities (people, 
organisations, etc.) to discover the existence or strength of 
relationships. 

pip install networkx
install graphtool (see GitLab page)



Data Science Methods

Network science: Exploring the links between entities (people, 
organisations, etc.) to discover the existence or strength of 
relationships. 

t0 t1 t2

“Pregnancy” + “Female”

“Brain” + “Robotics”

Machine 
Learning

Natural 
Language 
Processing

Network 
Science

pip install networkx
install graphtool 



Data Enrichment

ID Title Description Funding Location Organisation Coordinates Key Words

1 A Circulating 
Biomarker...

Despite decreases... $1,500,000 Chicago AG Pharmaceutical (41.9, -87.6) cancer, breast, 
monitoring, ...



ID Title Description Funding Location Organisation Coordinat
es

Key Words

1 A Circulating 
Biomarker...

Despite decreases in the 
overall number of new...

$1,500,000 Chicago, US A&G Pharmaceutical (41.9, -87.6) cancer, breast, 
monitoring, ...

Data Linking

Research Projects

ID Organisation Title Authors PubMed ID Journal Year

1 A G Pharma Measurement of 
circulating...

Serrero G, 
Hicks D.

29956271 Methods Mol 
Biol

2018

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Publications
Fuzzy 
Matching 
with NLP



Validating findings
Real drop or 

something wrong 
with data?

Compare with 
established 
indicators

Engage with affected 
population/end users



Data analysis: Practical considerations

● How well do you understand the underlying structure 
of the data? Does it contain missing values, outliers, 
etc.? 

● What is the best type of analysis for the question(s) 
at hand? Under same analytic umbrella, often 
multiple algorithms to choose from 

● How ‘generalisable’ is your method? How well will it 
perform on data it has not seen before? 

● Is your model interpretable by others? Consider 
trade-offs between complexity and interpretability 

Source: xkcd comics



Data analysis 
[10 minutes]

Evidence Pipeline: Part 3



Slido moment
[3 minutes]

Evidence Pipeline: Part 3



Visualisations and other 
outputs

Evidence Pipeline: Part 4



The power of visualisations

Anscombe’s quartet

● Four datasets with nearly 
identical descriptive statistics 

● Developed in 1970s by 
statistician Francis 
Anscombe to counter notion 
that numbers are precise but 
graphs are rough  



The power of visualisations



Status quo

Source: European Innovation Scoreboard 2018 (left); Pexels Lum3n (right)



3 models for visualisation

Narrative Synthetic Exploratory

• Tell a story
✓ Easier to use
✓ Easier to create
❗ Harder to explore
❗ Short shelf-life

• Summarise a situation
• Rich picture
• Benchmarking
❗ Data overload 

• Explore a system
• Discover new patterns and 

actors
❗ Hardest to develop
❗ Privacy?

Best approach depends on policy need and end users



Visualising the research landscape 3 ways: arXiv data [1]

Source: Nesta Innovation Mapping team



Visualising the research landscape 3 ways: formation of new research fields [2]

Source: Nesta Innovation Mapping team

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1tE06exfo9Ei3i3_BaY2TZypgK0gHIRmV/preview


Visualising the research landscape 3 ways: virtual reality exploration [3]

Source: Nesta Innovation Mapping team

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QfcKRouNnMtsqz8BiwN4BKQjwSjEPCO8/preview


Which to use?

Credit: Twitter @rebellenoire (original source unknown)



Prototyping: Low-fidelity 

Low-fidelity/paper 
prototyping: 
Turning ideas into 
testable concepts 
to get early 
feedback



Prototyping: High-fidelity

High-fidelity 
prototyping: 
Close to the final 
product, with most of 
the necessary design 
elements integrated. 
Often used in later 
stages to test 
usability, identify 
issues in workflow.



User testing



Open source code, data and notebooks

Reproducibility is critical. Make data and code 
openly available for others to review and use.

Blog posts

Describe work in easily digestible way. 
Experiment with communication techniques.



Data visualisation and outputs: practical considerations

● Have you tested your outputs? Who will maintain 
them?

● Does your target audience have the capacity, 
motivation and opportunity to use the outputs? 

● How will you ensure that visualisations you produce do 
not appear as a ‘god’s eye view’, and convey 
necessary uncertainty and complexity? 

● Are you allowed to share the data / information?

● Is it ethical to share the data / information? Would you 
be happy to see your own data presented this way?



Visualisations and other 
outputs
[5 minutes]

Evidence Pipeline: Part 4



Slido moment
[3 minutes]

Evidence Pipeline: Part 4



Putting the pieces 
together

Closing



What does it 
look like when it 
comes 
together?



● “In the next month, I’m going to set up a meeting for employers, 
educators and local policymakers to discuss how we can use data 
better”

● “In the next 3 months, I will run a workshop with my team to make 
sure they understand the value of data for careers guidance”

● “In the next 6 months, I will commission research to map local 
labour market data”

● “In the next year, I will collaborate with Nesta to push for the 
government to create a national jobs and skills data commons”

SMART actions



One SMART follow-up 
action: What will you do 
with what you’ve 
learned/discussed today?

Closing



nesta.org.uk

@nesta_uk
Please send your feedback and get in 
touch if you have any questions: 
Chantale.Tippett@nesta.org.uk

mailto:Chantale.Tippett@nesta.org.uk
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Better local systems for jobs and skills: a 
global perspective

#WorkingBetter

Chaired by Naomi Clayton, Deputy Director, 
Research and Development, Learning and Work 
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Dr. Soon Joo Gog, Chief Futurist and Chief Skills 
Officer, SkillsFuture Singapore

Caroline Nevejan, Chief Science Officer, City of 
Amsterdam

Anthony Painter, Chief Research and Impact 
Officer, The RSA

Nesta Guest | seespark
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Closing remarks

Chief Executive, Nesta
Geoff Mulgan

| #WorkingBetterNesta Guest | seespark
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